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Aim stocks dominate Quality results

The holy grail for buy-and-hold investors is to find a business that is capable of generating a
high return on capital and sustaining it while reinvesting profits. This screen looks for shares
that display these quality characteristics and can potentially deliver significant compounded
returns over time

Comment by Alpha editor:
● Growth company markets such as Aim are not traditionally hunting grounds for
investors looking for companies on quality criteria. Of course, there are a
significant number of stocks on the junior market which have the potential to
pass a quality screen, but progress tends to be less predictable for smaller
companies on growth markets as often criteria such as Return on Equity are
compromised by the higher levels of investment often required in companies in
the earlier stages of their growth. The charts below for performance of our
large cap and small cap selections over time show how large cap
outperformance has been far more predictable.
● But the Aim market has proved a fertile hunting ground for our quality screen
this month with a total of 34 Aim stocks passing eight or more of the nine tests
set by our quality screen with 10 passing all nine tests. By contrast, the large cap
screen only returned three companies passing all of our quality growth tests.
● Fast fashion stocks Boohoo and Asos scored well with the former passing all
nine tests and the latter only failing on one test, that of Return on Equity.
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The dream company
The holy grail for buy-and-hold investors is to find a business that is capable of
generating high returns on its capital and is able to reinvest all its profits for
decades to come, while maintaining those returns. The compounding effect of
such an investment is what every long-term investor’s dreams should be made
of. A company making a consistent 15 per cent post-tax return on its equity and
reinvesting all its profits would experience a near-30-fold (28.6 to be precise)
growth in its equity base over 25 years, and after 50 years it would be a
mind-boggling 1,084 times bigger than when it started. For a patient investor
convinced that they have found such a situation, valuation should not act as a
major impediment to a purchase.

Source: Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Unfortunately, this kind of dream company is extremely rare and stock screens
are too crude to provide the depth of analysis needed to provide confidence
that a business may be the real deal. In particular, it is inevitable that some of
the shares highlighted by our Alpha Quality screen will be cyclical companies
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that are enjoying a good run rather than companies that are well placed to
sustain high returns through many business cycles to come. What our screen
does do, however, is attempt to find pointers for companies that may have the
potential to go some way to filling the dream brief. What’s more, buying shares
in companies that look attractive based on quality metrics can often prove a
profitable strategy, even if many of the shares picked fall short of the
buy-and-hold ideal.

Source: Refinitiv, Investors’ Chronicle

Alpha Quality screening criteria
Our Alpha Quality screen uses two key measures of quality: operating margins and return
on equity. We are mindful that debt can flatter a company’s return on equity, so we aim to
reduce this risk from the screening results by introducing interest cover tests, to
eliminate companies that are aggressively gearing up their balance sheet.
The screen uses two key measures of quality, which are operating margins and
return on equity (RoE).
The advantage of using RoE to measure the quality of a company is that it
focuses on the returns that are ultimately of most significance to shareholders:
after-tax earnings. However, RoE can be boosted by a company if it increases
the amount of debt it carries. That means a high and rising RoE can sometimes
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simply reflect a reduction in the quality of the company’s balance sheet and little
improvement, or even a deterioration, in the quality of its operations. The
screen attempts to counter this with its interest cover test, which should help it
avoid companies with very aggressively ‘geared’ balance sheets. Focusing on
operating margins also provides an assessment of quality at the operating level
– i.e. before the impact of debt.
● An operating margin higher than the median average (mid-ranking) stock
in each of the past three years (i.e. quality that shows some signs of
persistence).
● A return on equity (RoE) higher than the median average (mid-ranking)
stock in each of the past three years (i.e. again, quality that shows some
signs of persistence).
● RoE higher than it was two years ago (i.e. quality is improving as well as
persistent).
● Operating margin higher than it was two years ago (i.e. quality is
improving as well as persistent).
● A dividend-and-debt adjusted price/earnings growth (PEG) ratio below
the top fifth of stocks screened (ie stocks must not be too egregiously
expensive for the growth on offer).
● A price/earnings (PE) ratio above the bottom 10 per cent of stocks
screened and below the top 10 per cent (i.e. not a suspiciously cheap or
dangerously expensive valuation).
● Interest cover of more than five (i.e. high RoE is not overly dependent on
the use of debt).
● Forecast earnings growth for each of the next two financial years.
● Positive forecast free cash flow.
The Alpha Quality screen is conducted separately on constituents of the FTSE
All-Share, FTSE All-Small and FTSE Aim All-Share indices, with the results from
each screen reported in separate tables.
Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. The ones that pass all the
tests are listed at the top of the table, followed by those failing one test, then
those failing two tests as detailed in the ‘Tests passed’ column. All stocks must
pass the test for three-year, higher-than-average RoE and margin to feature in
the table. While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the number of
tests they pass, inside each of these groupings stocks are ordered according to
their attractiveness based on operating margin and three-month share price
momentum.
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Stock screen and methodology by Algy Hall
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